
We help treasury do more of the right work with less of the waste.
Learn from our experience. Leverage our expertise.
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 Treasury Structures

 Liquidity & Risk

 Banking Services

 Treasury Technology

 Fee Management

 Employee Security Training

 Compliance Services

 Connectivity & Onboarding

 Survey Participation

 Research Report Access

 Industry & Peer Benchmarking

 Critical Treasury Assessment

 Technology Analyst Report

 Webinars (CE Credits)

 Podcasts & Videos

 eBooks & Whitepapers

Major Projects Outsourced Services

Market Data Industry Insights

PRACTITIONERS
Corporate Treasury & Finance

Learn more or schedule an introduction today at strategictreasurer.com/practitioners



Treasury’s job is to steward resources and manage risk.
Outsource the headaches. Reclaim the time.

PRACTITIONERS
Corporate Treasury & Finance

How can I ever get ahead on my tasks?

Schedule a call. Set aside 15 minutes
on your calendar right now.1

Share your concerns. Speak directly
with a senior treasury advisor.2

See how we can help. Receive a clear
view of solutions that fit your needs.3

Most treasury groups are responsible for
far more than their resources cover, leaving
them consumed with inefficient and
reactive workloads.

So, we built a team of experts to advise on
major projects and assist with burdensome
tasks, freeing up time to focus on the
strategic activities organizations need.

Learn more or schedule an introduction today at strategictreasurer.com/practitioners

You are at a natural disadvantage when it 
comes to fee management.

Lack of specialization and tools yields inefficient 
processes. Lack of access to data prevents 
benchmarking and negotiation leverage.

You may be paying too much for the services
you use…and for some you don’t use at all.

We've helped a health insurance provider save 
25%+ in annual bank fees with our review.

Non-trained firms experience as much
as five times (5X) the loss from fraud.

SecureTreasury offers your organization a
flexible way of strengthening one of the most
vital areas of your defense — your people.

Reduce the risk of corporate payment fraud by
educating your staff — learn, assess, protect.

84% of data breaches are due to human error. 
Secure your human firewall.

HOW MUCH ARE YOU WASTING? IS YOUR TEAM READY FOR ATTACK?


